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13.11.2023 № 811/2023 

To UN Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights 

Russian Aggression in Ukraine and Violation of Rights to Science 

Experts DrHab Borys Babin, PhD Yana Tytskaya 

Our Association of Reintegration of Crimea (ARC), as non-governmental expert and human rights 

organisation1, passed long-term researches, related with human rights and humanitarian issues. Since 

2020 we sent more than 100 submissions and proposals to UN, OSCE and CoE human rights’ 

strictures, including issues of violation the sustainable development and relevant social rights, 

including rights to education and science, major part of them were published in the UN official web-

sources234567.  

Sending Association’s answers for the upcoming report of the UN Special Rapporteur in the 

field of cultural rights to the Human Rights Council to be presented in March 2024 8. 

Introduction. Since 2014 Crimean peninsula was illegally occupied by Russia. Since 24th of 

February 2022 Russia committed broad and open military aggression to all Ukraine’s territory. Russia 

refused to execute the ICJ order in this case to stop the aggression9. Russia-controlled troops and 

mercenaries committed in Ukraine, during this invasion, gross violation of international humanitarian 

law and international human rights’ law already, including broad crimes against property, social and 

cultural rights and environment, attacks against Ukrainian educational and scientific 

institutions10111213141516.  

All war crimes, committed by Russian invaders during ongoing hostilities, including committed 

against researchers and students are connected with absolutely clear Russia’s war targets in maximal 

destruction the civil infrastructure and environment, including objects, essential for all Ukrainian ethnic 

and social groups17. Those issues now are the subject of the investigation the International Criminal 

Court18 and European Court of Human Rights1920  

UN General Assembly in its resolution ES-11/1 on 2 March 2022 recognized that the military 

operations of Russia inside the sovereign territory of Ukraine are on a scale that the international 
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community has not seen in Europe in decades21. UN General Assembly in its resolution ES-11/2 on 24 

March 2022, demanded again full respect for and protection of objects indispensable to civilian 

population’s survival and civilian infrastructure22.  

The UN Human Rights Council adopted on 12th of May a resolution on the deteriorating human 

rights situation in Ukraine where pointed that Russia should immediately cease its aggression. Those 

decisions are not executed by Russian troops, Russia-controlled mercenaries and terroristic groups, 

which established policy or terror and repressions over the Russia-occupied territories of Ukraine, 

including the Crimea2324.  

1.2.3. Russian occupiers use all scientific institutions, captured at the Russia-occupied territories 

of Ukraine, including the Crimea, for illegal militarization, Russification and propaganda of Russian 

world” Nazi ideology. 

Scientific diversity is impossible for realization in Russia-occupied territories of Ukraine, and 

freedom of scientific research is banned there by Russian “administrations”. 

All “scientific researches”, “allowed” by Russian occupiers on Russia-occupied territories of 

Ukraine, are directly subordinated to aggressor’s political interests. 

4.5.6.7.8.9. The occupation of the Crimea led to systematic criminal attempts by the aggressor to 

use the so-called “scientific institutions” of the peninsula for illegal attempts to promote the ideas of 

the “Russian world” in third countries. In addition, such illegal “scientific institutions” are used by the 

aggressor to attempt industrial espionage and bypass sanctions25. 

As an example, in 2022-2023 the Russian invaders “distributed roles”, in which the fate of the 

screen for the “external audience” with the imitation of “friendship of individual peoples” was assigned 

to the controlled occupiers of the “Fevzi Yakubov Crimean Industrial and Pedagogical University” as 

so-called “research center”26. At the same time, a number of such “events” are held in the specified 

fake “university” like fake “events of friendship with Cuba”, at which representatives of Cuba itself 

were not seen27, and holding a fake show of criminal “integration” there, to which the puppeteers of 

these characters try to involve fictitious “representatives of the Crimean Tatar diaspora”28. 

Also the illegal “Sevastopol state university” is actively used for aggressor’s propaganda, as an 

alleged “scientific and educational center”, where the criminal “governor” of Sevastopol Mykhailo 

Razvozhaev repeatedly tried to engage in “self-publicity” on the topic of so-called “marine drones”. 

The relevant activity “in the maritime sphere” will have the purpose of either violating the sanctions 

policy or direct industrial espionage29. 

It also must be pointed the aggressor’s attention to the fake “Institute of city development” of the 

illegal “Sevastopol state university”, which the Russian occupiers are trying to make into a kind of 

“analytical center” to support their criminal plans of militarization the region30. 

This “university”, the researchers add, becomes a PR tool for the criminal Razvozhaev; in 

particular, there were fake statements of O. Moskalenko, a fake “associate professor of the department 

of Sevastopol state university” that allegedly Razvozhaev is “very popular in the British media”31. 

The occupiers’ propaganda claimed to have allegedly “developed new technologies” on the basis 

of the illegal “Sevastopol state university”, namely some kind of “adaptive air suspension” for the 

“Krym” roadster. At the same time, the Russian aggressors quote fake “employees of the department of 

road transport” that aggressor’s “components” were allegedly used and allegedly “exclusive software 

was written”. But that there were no “developments” in Russia-occupied Sevastopol, and the “Krym” 
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roadster previously became a “PR cover” for the creation of the “Interuniversity youth engineering and 

technology corporation”, through which “development” was planned, as “federal grants’” laundering32. 

By 2022, “the creators of the roadster” were not ashamed to admit that they needed parts from 

Italy and South Korea for the model, and that “the microcircuits used in the production of control 

systems are supplied from Taiwan”. As for the fake Sevastopol “university”, it was not mentioned in 

the “co-authors of the roadster” until 2022. Thus, even if these statements are “believed”, they only 

testify to the fact that the fake “Sevastopol university” uses pirated equipment and becomes a hub of 

the aggressor’s industrial espionage33. 

On November 9, 2022, during the discussion at the UN General Assembly session of the annual 

report on the work of the IAEA, the representative of the Russian delegation Oleksandr Shevchenko 

stated that the alleged aggressor state “is ready to grant access to nuclear facilities in Sevastopol upon 

request within the framework of implementation of IAEA guarantees”34. 

However, in relation to the mentioned aggressor’s statement of the, it must be indicated that the 

only nuclear facility, the presence of which the aggressor does not deny in the Crimea, is the civilian, at 

that time, educational nuclear reactor of the specialized Sevastopol institute, captured in 2014. Since 

2014, the delegation of Ukraine has been consistently reporting to the IAEA about it as a dangerous 

and uncontrolled nuclear facility captured by the occupiers.  

So if a hypothetical IAEA delegation would arrive in the Crimea without any criminal political 

“confessions”, the Russian occupiers will try to use it as a tool for “legitimization” of aggressor-

controlled structures, such as the fictitious “Sevastopol state university”35. 

In the summer of 2022, the request of the Russian special services was done to illegally “open” in 

Damascus the so-called “representative office of the Nikitsky Botanical Garden”, criminally 

“nationalized” by the aggressor in 201436.  

Our Association investigated the personalities of Serhiy Khokhlov, the fake “head of the 

representative office”, declared by the occupiers, and his fictitious “deputy” Oleksandr Hryb. In 

particular, it was indicated that the criminal “boss” really used to work in a botanic garden in Nikita, 

Yalta, in the direction of olive tree diseases. 

We wrote in 2022 that in the long term, the relevant “breakthroughs” of the Russian special 

services in Syria with the aim of undermining the food security of the Mediterranean countries should 

not be ruled out. At the same time, we also highlighted the previous stormy “commercial activity” of 

Hryb and Khokhlov in the occupied Crimea, connected with land and real estate scams, as well as trade 

in “botanical garden products”. 

After further investigating this issue, we wrote that the “Khokhlov farm” does not plan to do any 

work on the “topics of the botanical garden”; at the same time, the “nerd” himself and his curators from 

the special services nevertheless found an “undemanding” source of income in Damascus. 

After all, as the said Khokhlov stated, his certain “equipment” will allegedly “allow the Syrians to 

check their export products (fruits, vegetables, berries)”, that is, “to monitor that they meet Russian 

state standards”, obviously in the corresponding corruption dimension37. 

Therefore, in fact the illegal “representation” plans to engage in a corrupt scheme of 

“certification” of agricultural export products from Syria. The second task of the “representation”, 

which is not related to botany at all, but clearly corresponds to the interests of Khokhlov’s curators, in 

the “interview of a scientist” was indicated the search for Syrians for their education in illegal 

“Crimean and Sevastopol universities”.  

Thus, the aggressor’s criminal propaganda campaign with a fake “representation of a botanical 

garden” ended in a violent imitation of active activity, with elements of corruption and agent work of 

the Russian special services38. 
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11. Aggressor brutally violates rights of indigenous Crimean Tatar people to realize own rights to 

research own history, language and traditional knowledge in Russia-occupied Crimea.  

12. Appropriate countermeasures against the aggressor’s provocations, in particular on 

international platforms, become the task of educational and scientific institutions of Ukraine, in 

particular within the framework of mechanisms of academic and research cooperation. 

Since 2018 Ukrainian authorities adopted some strategic and program documents regarding 

processes of reintegration the Crimea after its de-occupation including aspects of reconstruction the 

scientific researches and realization relevant human rights.  

The Plan of emergency measures to counter Russian aggression from the temporarily occupied 

territory of Ukraine in Crimea, the protection of the interests of the state, citizens of Ukraine and 

Ukrainian legal entities in Crimea for 2018–201939, the Plan of measures aimed at implementing some 

of the principles of state internal policy regarding the temporarily occupied territory of the AR Crimea 

and Sevastopol, 201840, Strategy of information reintegration of the AR Crimea and Sevastopol. 2018, 

Strategy for Crimean Tatar language development for 2022–203241, Strategy of de-occupation and 

reintegration of the temporarily occupied territory of Crimea and Sevastopol, 2021 also as plans for its 

implementation were adopted42. 

On March 3-6, 2023 the I Session of Strategic Forum “Future of Crimea” initiated by the Crimean 

Tatar Resource Center was held43, in which more than twenty key experts of various structures on the 

subject of the peninsula, including ARC’s representatives, took part44. Strategic Forum elaborated 

proposals for Ukrainian government to regulate additionally some issues of protection and realization 

the scientific researches during reintegration of the Crimea after its de-occupation. 

Relevant recommendations were sent by the organizing committee of the Forum to the authorized 

state bodies of Ukraine, and meeting was held with the Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine Iryna 

Vereshchuk, on May 3, were done. Such situation was discussed upon ARC’s initiative at World for 

Ukraine (W4UA) Summit that was held in Poland, in Rzeszow-Jasionka at September 2845. 

Our Association of Reintegration of Crimea believes that a special research on influence of the 

armed conflicts, occupation and attempts of annexation to the right to scientific research, done by UN 

structures, may be a starting point for improvement of the situation. It would be beneficial if that 

research could pay attention to the situation with the relevant consequences of the Russian aggression 

in Ukraine that includes the occupation the Crimea.  

The relevant UN special rapporteurs and independent experts’ visit to Ukraine would contribute to 

collection of information, and would enable them to make a first-hand impression of the Russian illegal 

practices in this region and ways of financial aid to Ukraine for scientific framework of reintegration of 

Crimea after its de-occupation.  

13tht November, 2023                       Representative of the Association of Reintegration of Crimea  

Dr. Borys Babin 
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